Amendments to the draft Donation Policy
Annex N to the EGP Rule Book
No. Party

Line

Action Current Text

3

Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

10

delete

5

LMP
19
Hungary

Proposed Amendment

Explanation/Comment

3. Donation from influential companies such as
banks or large multinational corporations will
be considered only after evaluation of political
and business interest of major owners and
decision makers on the basis of green
principles.

Donation exclusion described in Point 2. does not cover the
situation where the company's actions and aims are not
inconsistent with green principles but the interest of
background actors (individuals or companies) are.

, its member parties and
partner organisations
within a European context

add new
point

4

Bündnis
90/Die
Grünen

46

replace

The EGP will publish a list The EGP will publish a list annually, specifying
annually, specifying both
both donor and donation by taking into
donor and donation
account the relevant laws

2

Die
Grünen
Austria

48

replace

12000

3500

Risks: 1. Background actors can use their influence through the
accepted company donation. 2. Background actors can be
recognised by the public and their reputation is a political risk.

Green should be the most transparent Party, we should avoid
any chance to get under suspicion of being bought in, of being
influenced by donation, of having anything to hide.
For this reason Austrian Greens think that we should set extra
high standards in terms of transparency and finances.
Secondly we think that seen from the point of view of an
“ordinary” citizen 12 000,- Euros are about the average yearly
netto income in the poorer member states, even in the richer
ones this is a half year netto income.
Even 3500,- is still a lot of money for many of our potential
voters and in terms of our will to openly show that green can
be supported but not corrupted or influenced toward a non
green position it should be our interest to not give any basis
for doubts.
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6

LMP
62
Hungary

add

Donations from any company if its information Greens are fighting against the negative effects of off-shore
businesses. The credibility of greens is relying very much on
on natural person owner background is not
their commitment towards transparency. Greens must assure
available on-line to the general public free of
their voters and the public that they act the way they speak.
charge.
This amendment assures that EGP checks the background of all
financial supporters but also sends the message that Europe
needs to have a completely transparent and available
information on company owners.

